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Introduction 
 

Globally, marine ecosystems are experiencing fundamental shifts in their structure and 
function. Due to the high level of interconnectedness between aquatic organisms and their 
environment, they are highly sensitive to changes in water chemistry. For example, coral reefs 
thrive in water that generally contains very low concentrations of macronutrients such as 
nitrogen and phosphorus.1 An increase in these compounds as a result of human activities on 
land can have drastic impacts on coral health.2 In order to fully understand the cycling, fates and 
impacts of chemical compounds in the marine environment, it is critical to collect concentration 
data on the temporal and spatial scales at which they fluctuate.3 Nutrient concentrations on 
nearshore coral reefs can vary by orders of magnitude on very small temporal (hours) and spatial 
(meters) scales.1 

 Two of the most common methods of collecting water chemistry data are through bottle 
sampling by hand (spot sampling) or in-situ analyzers. These methods support the collection of 
data with either high spatial, or high temporal resolution, but cannot feasibly provide both.3-5 In-
situ analyzers are capable of collecting data with high temporal resolution, but their high cost and 
complexity effectively limits their deployment on large spatial scales. The collection of water 
samples, allows for a variety of analyses to be conducted on the same water sample, including 
those that could not be conducted in-situ. Spot sampling has a relatively low-cost per sample, but 
requires large efforts to increase resolution.3-5 With support from the Link Foundation 
Fellowship, I developed a simple, low-cost and highly adaptable water sampling system that can 
collect high resolution water chemistry data in both space and time. 

 
 

Results 
 

After multiple iterations and field tests, a successful sampler design emerged. The current 
design is comprised of four principal components; a 140ml syringe that is driven by a non-
captive linear actuating stepper motor controlled using a microcontroller and a stepper motor 
driver (figure 1). The microcontroller is programmed to communicate with the stepper motor 
driver to trigger the motor to step to its next position. As the motor rotates, the shaft travels along 
the sampler’s axis and draws the plunger of the syringe. The sampler can be programmed to 
collect water at a slow continuous rate such that when it is recovered, the syringe contains an 
integrated water sample over hours to days. Continuous sample collection in this way is a vast 



improvement over spot sampling, which may miss large chemical fluxes (i.e. runoff from short 
period, high intensity rainstorms) that occur between samples.  

There are a few key benefits to building the samplers around a syringe. First, it allows for 
the system to operate using little power during deployments. The pressure differential on either 
side of the plunger drives the sample collection during deployments with the motor acting as a 
controlled brake. Secondly, any number of different tubing and filtration configurations can be 
easily connected via luer lock, depending on the goals of the deployment. In one configuration, 
the samplers have been set up to collect integrated water samples for nutrient analysis. They 
draw through a 0.15um filter to exclude microbes which could alter nutrient concentrations in the 
syringe. In another configuration, the samplers collect and store samples continuously in a coil 
containing 300m of 1.2mm ID Teflon tube that is connected to the syringe. The small tubing 
diameter and low pumping rate ensure that the sample travels with plug-like flow, keeping 
nutrient concentrations discrete over time. 3-5 Upon retrieval, the flow rate of the pump is used to 
divide the tubing into sections. Just as slices of an ice core are used to assemble a record of 
atmospheric changes over decades to centuries, analysis of the sample contained in each segment 
of the tubing is used to create a time-series of nutrient concentrations over hours to days 

One important goal for these samplers was to make them easy to construct as possible. To 
achieve this, most of the components are readily available off the shelf. For example, the housing 
for the samplers is constructed from 3-inch schedule 40 PVC pipe and plumbing fittings readily 
found at a local hardware store. PVC unions, with one of the flanges replaced by an acrylic disk, 
make for an excellent housing door as they are already equipped with a face type o-ring seal.6 
These housings, with a generous safety factor, can be deployed up to 30m depth, which is more 

Figure 1 - Top: Water sampler in clear PVC housing after deployment test. Clear PVC was used in 
prototypes to allow for checking on the status of the sampler while it is deployed. Samplers to be deployed in 
field studies will be built out of white PVC.  Bottom: Sampler components - A) 0.15um Rhizon used to filter 
and preserve the sample. B) Collar of PVC union and acrylic door with integrated barbed fitting. C) 140ml 
syringe. D) Non-captive stepper motor linear actuator. E) Ardunio UNO microcontroller and Pololu 
DRV8880 stepper motor driver. F) Rechargeable Lithium Ion Battery Pack. 



than adequate for most coastal studies. The few pieces that are custom made (figure 2) could be 
easily fabricated using a laser cutter and a 3D printer, which are increasingly becoming available 
in many libraries, makerspaces, and on college campuses. These parts could also be made very 
inexpensively by one of the many local or web based services that have these tools. All the 
firmware is open-source and written in Arduino, one of the most accessible and widely used 
programming languages for hardware control.  

  
 

Significance and Impact 
 
 The low cost of these samplers, at around $250, allows for a large number of them to be 
deployed in a study area. This vastly increases the possibility for high spatial resolution. For the 
price of one in-situ analyzer ($15,000 to >$50,000)4, 100s of these samplers could be deployed in 
the same area. As a new tool, these samplers have the potential to deepen our understanding of 
chemical fluxes and cycling in both marine, and freshwater systems worldwide.  
 
 
Where Might this Lead? 
 

 Our lab is currently deploying the samplers in Moorea, French Polynesia, to study the 
effects of elevated nutrient levels on coral reefs. Since 2008, the North shore of Moorea has seen 
a steady decline of coral cover and a corresponding increase in algal cover.7 However, the East 
and West shores do not show this pattern (figure 3). The reason for the difference between 
regions is unknown.7 Samplers are being deployed at sites around the island to determine if 
nutrient availability is a driver of the observed difference in coral health. 
 
 
Publications 
 
 A manuscript describing the water sampler design and some preliminary data will be 
submitted to Limnology and Oceanography Methods. In addition, and in keeping with the goal of 
making the samplers as accessible as possible, a website is being built to host the designs, 3d 
models, parts lists budgets, build instructions and code. I believe this is the best way to support 

Figure 2 - Custom fabricated components. A) Acrylic cradles to secure the syringe, cut on a laser cutter. B) 3D 
printed flange to connect the actuator shaft to the syringe plunger. C) Acrylic door sitting on PVC union o-ring 
seal, cut on a laser cutter.   



the widespread usage of these devices in studies of aquatic systems all over the world.  An open 
source and open architecture approach also allows for discussions among a broader community 
that can lead to design improvements, modifications, and novel use cases.   
 Specific studies in which the samplers or data loggers are used to collect data will be 
published in appropriate journals. For example, the nutrient flux study discussed above will be 
submitted to journals that cover marine biogeochemistry, such as Limnology and Oceanography, 
and the Journal of Marine Systems. The overall project which incorporates the nutrient flux data 
collected by the samplers into the larger context of coral reef health around the island of Moorea, 
French Polynesia will be submitted to journals such as Coral Reefs. 
 
 
Impact of the Link Fellowship 
 
 Support from the Link Foundation was critical in the success of this project. According to 
an article published in Business Insider, Santa Barbara is the 7th most expensive city to live in the 
world. 8 In order to afford to survive in Santa Barbara, I generally TA classes at the university, 
work as graduate research assistant, and consult on underwater video engineering projects. 
Though valuable experiences in their own right, these activities compete for time with my 
dissertation research. The Link Foundation Fellowship gave me the freedom to focus on my own 
projects for a year. This greatly accelerated my progress, allowing me to advance to candidacy. 
My dissertation has also grown in depth and breadth this year in no small part because of the 
extra focus and energy that I could direct towards it. Having the Link Foundation Fellowship 
also allowed me to direct some money from a small grant towards paying interns from 
undergraduate engineering programs. These interns were heavily involved in the sampler project 
over the past year. Through this experience, I am confident that they learned much about 
engineering for the marine environment which they would not have otherwise, as UC Santa 
Barbara has no specific ocean engineering classes.   

Figure 3: Coral cover (   ) vs. algal cover (   ) on the East and West shores (A), and the North shore 
(B) of Moorea, French Polynesia 7 
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